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Introduction
The things you should know before you turn a single wrench.

T

hank you for purchasing our P&L Signature 2015 WRX Charge Pipe. We hope you find
several years of enjoyment in your investment. But, before we get started allow a few
minutes to read through this chapter.

At P&L wev’e spent years pushing the limits of what cars are capable of producing and
have found that the best blend of power and longevity doesnt’ come from the most
expensive part that you can put on your car, but the time you spend as an enthusiast
understanding the most basic principals of maintaining your vehicle.
While we’d
‘’ love to make the design fool-proof enough for a layman to install,
unfortunately this install will require a basic level of mechanical competence. If you can
change your oil, and install an exhaust, you can do this! If not, we highly recommend
you seek out a professional establishment that SPECIALIZES in this type of vehicle.
Feel free to reach out to us at any time. Even if we are not local to you we may be able
to recommend someone who is. Call us at 847-678-4311 or email us at:
sales@pandlmotorsports.com

Always obey local, state, and federal laws when operating your motor vehicle!
Your vehicle will be significantly different after this install.
Please understand, you have a lot more inertia pushing you then you have been
used to. Please be careful! It’s going to take significantly more brake effort to stop
the car as well. Again, please be careful!
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Inventory Overview

Make sure you have all the components of your order prior to starting install.

T

hanks for your purchase of the P&L 2015 WRX Charge Pipe for the Subaru
performance line. In the upcoming section we will confirm that the charge pipe
has arrived with all the needed accessories for installation.

If you find that a component is missing, or you have any question, call us
immediately at 1-847-678-4311.

Inventory Checklist
√

Quantity Description
1

2" 45 degree aluminum pipe with 2-bolt flange

1

2.5" 2-bend aluminum pipe

1

2"-2.5" Silicone Reducer Coupler

1

2.5"-2.75" Silicone Reducer Coupler

2

2.5" T-Bolt Clamps

1

2.75" T-Bolt Clamp

1

2" T-bolt Clamp

2

1.25" Worm Clamps

1

1.25" Silicone Coupler
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Vehicle Disassembly
Taking your vehicle apart: The easy way…

I

n this section, we’ll take you through the step by step process to remove the factory
components from your vehicle. Give yourself plenty of time. This install should only
take about an hour maybe two. For the new enthusiast, plan on giving yourself more
than enough time to complete this project.

NOTE: The vehicle used is a 2015 Subaru WRX (Manual Transmission).
We’ve
’ outlined this procedure so no special tools are required above the standard tools one
would find in the average enthusiasts’ toolbox. Including, but not limited to:
•

Flat head screwdriver

•

Full metric deep and short well socket set and ratchet (8MM-12MM)

•

Full metric combination wrench set and ratchet (8MM-12MM)

Prepare and protect work area

Give yourself plenty of room and properly protect the work area with fender covers to prevent
scratches and dents.
In the event that you do not have fender covers, a high quality thick terry cloth or towel will
still offer some protection against scratches.
While an automotive lift greatly simplifies the install, a regular floor jack and jack stands will be
adequate for this install.
PLEASE! Use jack stands! They are very important!

Removing Engine Cover
After opening the hood, remove the
two clips that hold the engine cover.
These clips are located at the top of
the engine cover by the intercooler.

After removing the clips, at the bottom
of the engine cover there will be two
tabs. You will have to pull up on those
tabs in order to remove the engine
cover entirely. Be careful when pulling
on tabs as they are easy to break.

Removing Air Snorkel

Next you will remove your air snorkel.
This will help when removing the charge
pipe later on.
There are two bolts that secure it near the
hood latch of your vehicle.

Loosening Upper Charge Pipe

Locate the OEM charge pipe. It is located
on the passenger side of the engine bay.
It is connected to the left side of the
intercooler. That is where you will start.
Loosen the clamp that holds the charge
pipe to the intercooler.

Under Tray and Turbo Shield Removal
Next we will be working on the underside of the vehicle. Lift the vehicle off the
ground using a vehicle jack or car lift. Make sure you secure your vehicle with jack
stands. Once you have secured the vehicle remove the plastic undertray, there
should be thirteen clips and two bolts holding it on. Once you have removed the
plastic undertray, remove your turbo shield. It is secured with four bolts.

Loosening Turbo Intake Hose and Blow Off Valve
Once your turbo shield is off, locate your turbo intake hose. The turbo intake hose
will need to be disconnected for ease of install. There is one clamp that holds it on
that will need to be loosened. Once loosened you can just pull off the intake hose.

Once your intake hose is off, locate your blow off valve. At the top of your blow off
valve there is a vacuum line. You will need to disconnect that vacuum line.

After disconnecting the blow off valve vacuum hose, locate the clamp at the
bottom of the blow off valve. Loosen that clamp enough for removal. Do not fully
remove as you will remove as a whole with the charge pipe later.

Loosening Lower Charge Pipe
Locate the bottom of the charge pipe.
There are two bolts at the bottom of the
charge pipe. One at the front of your
engine bay one at the rear. Locate bolt
one and remove.

Locate the bolt at the rear of the charge
pipe. It may be difficult to find but the
easiest way is to go between your header
(careful may be hot!) and inlet hose.

Removing OEM Charge Pipe
After removing both bolts and loosening the blow off valve, find your way
back to the top of the engine. Now it's time to remove the OEM charge pipe.
Start by completely pulling the charge pipe off the intercooler.

Then grab the blow off valve from above the engine by holding it from the bottom.

Grab the pipe at the 90 degree bend and wiggle. You will have to twist and turn in
order to get the pipe off along with the blow off valve

Remove OEM Blow off Valve
After removing the charge pipe, locate the blow off valve clamp and loosen/remove.

After removing the blow off valve clamps, it is time to remove the blow off valve from the
charge pipe. The best system is the buddy system. It is quite difficult to get the blow off
valve off the charge pipe, so we suggest grabbing a friend to help.

Locate the bottom of the old and new
charge pipe. There is an o-ring at the
bottom of your old charge pipe. Pay
close attention to the way that it is
installed. There is a tab located on the
o-ring that indicates the top and bottom
of the o-ring.

Remove the o-ring and install the o-ring
in your new charge pipe with tab
indicator facing up.

Installing New Charge Pipe
You are now ready to start installation of your new charge pipe.

We start by installing your blow off
valve first. Here is everything you
need to reinstall your blow off valve.
**Small coupler and two worm
clamps**
Do not install your blow off valve on
your new charge pipe. This way it is
easier to install the lower portion of
the new charge pipe. This is the way
installation will look together when it
is on your vehicle.

Reinstall the clamp at the bottom of the
blow off valve that you removed at the
start of the install process. Insert the
blow off valve onto the vehicle back at its
factory location where you removed it
previously and tighten that lower clamp.

Reinstall the blow
off valve vacuum
hose at the top of
the blow off valve.

Next, you will start by
installing the lower pipe
first.
You will have to turn the
pipe the opposite direction
and then turn it again to get
the bolt holes lined up.

Then, we attach the blow off valve
to the new charge pipe. Remember
all that was needed for the install.
Pull back on the blow off valve
slightly and insert the coupler on
the port located on the new charge
pipe.

Next you will put the two bolts into the
charge pipe at the fturbo compressor
outlet. You may tighten these bolts down.
-- No torque specs are needed just make
sure the bolts are tight.

Once you have tighened the bolts
down you can reinstall you turbo
inlet hose. This will be the same
process as you did to remove it.

Back to the top of the
vehicle, you will see
that the pipe you just
installed will have a
tight fit.

Next you will get the 2"-2.5" reducer
coupler and the appropriate clamps
and install the pipe on one. Do not
tighten the clamps just yet, leave
them loose.

Next grab the upper charge
pipe. Insert pipe two into the
opening of the coupler you
just installed.
Grab the 2.5"-2.75" reducer
coupler and the remaining
clamps and install on the
other end of pipe two by the
top mount intercooler.

Once you have everything in place make
sure that the entire charge pipe system
does not hit or touch any other parts/hoses
on the car. You can do this by wiggling and
moving the couplers around and twisting
the pipes to get the correct fit.

Then you can start by
tightening all the clamps
on the two couplers you
just installed.

Reinstallation Process
Once you have
completed that you can
now install your snorkel
back on. Just as you
removed it, insert the two
bolts back in.

Next you reinstall your
engine cover. Just as you
removed it, insert the two
clips that go by the top of
your intercooler. Push the
tabs down at the bottom of
the engine cover.

Then you are all done! Please make sure you go over all the clamps, bolts, hoses,
etc. that you have removed or touched during this process to make sure that they
are all secured and tightened. If need be go over this manual step by step again to
be 100% sure.
Here is your finished product!

